
 
 

 

Literacy: 

Fiction: Traditional stories and fairytales – Jack and 

the bean stalk, little red riding hood, we’re going on a 

bear hunt. 

Non-fiction: information texts – Life-cycle of a 

butterfly. Explanation text – how to plant a seed.  

Poetry: Rhyming pairs – the Gruffalo  

Key skills 

How words can combine to create sentences, Using 

capital letters and full stops, Using finger spaces 

between words, Beginning to join letters in handwriting 

Science: 

What’s Growing in Our Gardens? 

Going and growing outside Planting potatoes All about  seeds What lives in the garden? What 

is inside a flower? 

What is inside a tree? Mini beasts  

Wonderful Weather: 

What are the different types of weather?  

How does the weather change with the seasons? 

What is the weather like in our local area? 

Fixing an umbrella investigation. 

 

Maths: 

Addition and subtraction 

Multiplication and division 

Fractions 

Position and direction 

Place value (within 100) 

Money 

Time 

Consolidation work 

 

DT: 

Design and make a pet 

pillow, sew fabrics using 

running stitch, evaluate 

our designs 

 

PE: 

Sportshall Athletics: Running, 

throwing and jumping skills  

Dance: Handa’s Surprise / 

Minibeasts  

Games: Bat and ball skills 

 

PSHE: 

- Rights and 

responsibilities 

- Taking care of the 

environment 

- Money matters 

 

Music: 

Hey You! 

Learn about the 

differences between pulse, 

rhythm and pitch 

Learn how to rap 

Listen and appraise hip hop 

songs 

Compose own songs  

 
 

Computing: 

We are painters 

Create an eBook using paint 

programs 

 

We are storytellers 

Create a talking book that we 

can share with others 

Art and Design:  

Explore how to mix paint to create different 

greens for leaves 

Observational drawings of natural objects 

Create a picture using natural materials 

Explore the work of Andy Goldsworthy and make 

3D natural sculptures 

Use pastels to draw wildflowers on the style of 

Claude Monet 

Explore the work of William Morris and design our 

own wallpaper 

RE: 

What makes some places special? 

Why are religious places special? 

What happens in these places? 

Where is special for me? 

Why is that place special for me? 

 

What can we learn from sacred books and stories? 

Understand why religions regard writings as special. 

Describe some religious stories and explain what 

they mean. 

Identify links between stories and people’s actions. 

 

Geography: 

Use geographical vocabulary to talk about 

places we visited on our holidays 

Locate places on a map of the UK, 

including countries and capital cities 

Create fact books about animals that live 

in the woods 

Find out about similarities and 

differences between the town and 

woodland 

 


